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ABSTRACT
Hydropower is a low carbon energy source that provides reliable power, but imposes
large, artificial sub-daily changes in flow that negatively impact ecological systems. Hydropower
management faces the challenge of meeting economic and ecological objectives, neither of
which can be fully optimized because of their Pareto nature. This study introduces an
operational framework, called seasonal flexibility, as tool that aims to meet both sets of
objectives. Economic objectives are met by allowing releases to deviate from inflows to
generate power when it is most valuable. Ecological objectives are met by dynamically managing
environmental flows to mitigate downstream impacts. Flexibility is defined by the magnitude
(hourly IEO deviation) and frequency (energy price target hours) of these deviations and can be
assigned seasonally. This study tests the impacts of seasonal flexibility using an optimization
model of three hydropower facilities in the mainstem of the Connecticut River. A sensitivity
analysis is conducted to quantify impacts to economic and ecological objectives with varying IEO
deviation and energy price target parameters. A seasonal case study applies differing IEO
deviation and energy price target parameters to seasons of ecological or economic importance.
A Pareto frontier analysis characterizes the trade-offs among these flexible operation scenarios
and identifies the most promising operations. The seasonal case study is also applied to an
unimpacted flow regime to measure changes in economic and ecological objectives in a less
altered system. Findings suggest that seasonal flexibility is a promising framework for the
development of integrated, dynamic, and economically viable hydropower operations.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Hydropower is a low carbon energy source that provides reliable power. Within the
United States, hydropower contributes 6.2% of the nation’s net energy generation, with as
much as 101 GW of total installed capacity (DOE 2016). Hydropower’s value in meeting
nationwide energy needs continues to evolve with the energy market. As the energy market
diverges from carbon-based energy sources, reliable options that emit fewer greenhouse gases,
such as hydropower, will be imperative to meeting energy deficits. Renewable energy sources,
such as solar and wind power, also offer sustainable solutions, but are dependent on the
variability of daily wind conditions and solar radiation. Overall, the electricity power sector has
seen a 25% reduction in emissions between 2005 and 2016 (Jay et al. 2018; DOE 2016).
Although hydropower is a robust source to today’s energy grid, it has ecological
implications. Commonly cited impacts of dams include fish fatality, impacted ecological
diversity, impeded fish passage, fragmented populations, and reduced habitat (Auer 1996;
Freeman et al. 2001; Kynard 1985; Kynard 1997; Lawrence et al. 2016; Limburg & Waldman
2009; Poff et al. 1997; Richter et al. 1997; Schilt 2007; Ziv et al. 2012). The operations of
hydropower dams can alter flow velocity, sediment transport, shear stress forces, and channel
morphology (Erskine et al. 1999; Meile et al. 2011). The practice of hydropeaking, which stores
water in reservoirs when energy value is low and generates power when the value is high,
severely impacts natural flow regimes. Hydropeaking creates large changes in flow that may
occur multiple times a day (Bevelhimer et al. 2015; Kennedy et al. 2018). These extreme changes
in flow rate affect the availability of physical habitat on which aquatic and riverine species rely
and jeopardize species success, composition, and functionality (Bunn & Arthington 2002).
Changes in streamflow also alter water quality conditions, including water temperature,
nutrient cycling, and oxygen availability, all of which affect the habitat and success of river1

dependent species (Bevelhimer et al. 2015; Kennedy et al. 2016; Kennedy et al. 2018; Van
Cappellen & Maavara 2016). Often, hydropower facilities implement static policies, such as
minimum flow requirements, with the intention of sustaining downstream ecosystems. These
are considered by experts to be a partial approach, as they do not maintain the range of
seasonal flow patterns that are critical to ecological processes (Erskine et al. 1999; Jager & Smith
2008; Poff et al. 1997; Poff et al. 2010).
Hydropower’s differing roles as a power source and an ecological obstacle influence
varying perspectives on how hydropower facilities should be managed. While some see the
benefits of low-carbon, reliable power generation, some recognize the need to restore more
natural dynamics of a flow regime. Others value both functions and aim to develop innovative
solutions to meet both objectives.
Every few decades, large, privately-owned hydropower dams undergo a relicensing
process with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). This process exists to encourage
evaluation and management of operational efficiency, social impacts, and ecological
repercussions. In New England alone, 100 hydropower dams will begin the relicensing process
between 2019 and 2033, with an additional 52 hydropower dams in New York state (FERC
2019). Revision of licenses and development of reoperation proposals for these projects will
require an abundance of time, resources, and effort. Exploring potential operational regulations
that better consider sub-daily flow dynamics could inform negotiations that improve ecological
viability while maintaining the industry.
This research explores a possible framework for more dynamic, integrated flow
management that aims to address concerns of competing value sets. This framework proposes
an adaptation of “flexibility” as a performance metric that defines allowed deviations in releases
to generate power when it is most valuable. Flexibility is increased or decreased seasonally to
2

meet objectives, so is wholly called “seasonal flexibility.” This study uses an optimization model
of three hydropower dams in the Connecticut River watershed, all of which are jointly managed
and currently undergoing relicensing. This three-dam system is used to project impacts of
seasonal flexibility on ecological and economic objectives.
This thesis is presented in the following chapters. Background and Operational
Considerations detail the current policies, economic goals, and ecological objectives that provide
the foundation for seasonal flexibility. Methods explain how seasonal flexibility is quantified and
tested on the three-dam system. The Case Study Results section provides a comprehensive
investigation of the seasonal flexibility framework in four parts. First, a sensitivity analysis
evaluates the impacts of incremental increases in flexibility on economic and ecological metrics.
Second, seasonality is integrated in a case study example that is potentially applicable to the
Connecticut River mainstem. Thirdly, unimpacted flows are estimated to provide two sets of
analyses. The first is to evaluate losses in power and revenue if the whole Connecticut River
basin were to return to a more natural flow regime. The second is to test the seasonal flexibility
case study with this unimpacted flow, to explore how this framework may translate to systems
without such an extensive history of river development. Last, all scenarios tested for the
Connecticut River mainstem are brought together into a Pareto frontier, to assess flexibility
scenarios that may best address both sets of objectives. All findings and methods are reviewed
in the Discussion, Limitations, and Conclusions sections.

3

2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1

STAKEHOLDER VALUE SETS
A challenge of hydropower management is balancing a range of objectives, including

power demand, environmental protection, and profitability, under the constraint of water
availability (Richter & Thomas 2007). The utility of hydropower dams, social impacts, and
environmental objectives can conflict (Lund & Palmer 1997). Their resolutions are complicated
by the Pareto nature of the problem, in that a clear trade-off exists between economic and
ecological objectives, for which improvements in one leads to unavoidable impacts on the other
(Guisández et al. 2013; Nyatsanza et al. 2015). This research investigates such trade-offs
between two sets of objectives: One that minimizes alterations to the flow regime, and one that
maximizes economic gain.
The most effective way for a hydropower project to minimize alteration to a flow
regime, besides removing the dam entirely, is to require that releases from the project are very
similar to those entering it. In many instances, this is called a “run-of-river” operation (FERC
2017). Run-of-river facilities have the benefit of mirroring the dynamic nature of an unregulated
flow regime, whereas hydropeaking operations can impose artificial flow fluctuations on a subdaily scale. (Bevelhimer et al. 2015; Kennedy et al. 2018). Maintaining natural flow regimes in a
run-of-river operation facilitates the biogeochemical processes that influence downstream
ecosystem functions and habitat availability, composition, and integrity (Kennedy et al. 2018).
This makes run-of-river an attractive management alternative for those parties interested in
preserving downstream ecological dynamics (Jager & Bevelhimer 2007; Richter & Thomas 2007).
Run-of-river is also preferred to the development of design flows from historical flow estimates
in the context of uncertain future climate (Poff 2018). This study borrows a run-of-river protocol

4

to mitigate manufactured sub-daily flow fluctuations, particularly during ecologically critical
seasons.
The second value set maximizes economic gain. Hydropower projects generate income
through multiple sources, including Forward Capacity Markets, Ancillary Service Markets, and
Energy Markets. Forward Capacity Markets auction set volumes of water that the hydropower
facilities contract to have available in the event of a power deficit. Ancillary Services are power
services that the hydropower facilities provide to ensure full functionality of the grid itself (CRC
2018 ; ISO NE 2020a). Energy Markets are determined hourly during the operating day, based
on power demand and prior pricing (ISO NE 2020a). The most effective way for a hydropower
facility to capitalize on Energy Market prices is to practice hydropeaking. Unregulated
hydropeaking allows facilities to meet hourly power needs and generate this income (Richter &
Thomas 2007). This study will maintain some hydropeaking practices to allow the facilities to
meet power needs during seasons when they are greatest and generate power during hours
when Energy Market prices are highest. Doing so preserves hydropower’s important social role
and satisfies the project’s economic requirements.

2.2

DAM OPERATION LICENSES
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) requires that large, privately owned

hydropower dams be relicensed regularly to continuously evaluate, monitor, and improve their
efficiency as well as manage social and ecological impacts (Levine & Flanagan 2019). Once
obtained, FERC licenses typically govern hydropower operations for 30-40 years, but can for as
many as fifty (Viers 2011). The 2018 National Climate Assessment suggests that water supplies,
aging infrastructure, and important habitats are already vulnerable to changes in temperature
and hydrology, and forecasts that warming impacts that may be indisputably evident as soon as

5

2050. Rising temperatures may increase power demand and prices while diminishing
hydropower generation efficiency, particularly in the western U.S., due to shifting patterns in
snow accumulation, snowmelt, and seasonal precipitation. In the northeastern U.S., winter
snow accumulation is shifting, potentially causing similar impacts on regional hydrology (Jay et
al. 2018). Therefore, the policies established for hydropower dams currently entering the
relicensing process will have environmental, economic, social, and structural implications in a
changing climate, especially as energy sector decision makers pursue options for reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions. However, FERC limits the integration of climate change
considerations into licenses (Viers 2011).
Traditionally, ecological concerns in hydropower operations have been addressed by
establishing relatively static flow requirements. Some of these requirements include base flows
or restrictions on peaks. Other facilities have minimum flow requirements (Erskine et al. 1999;
Jager & Smith 2008; Pérez-Díaz & Wilhelmi 2010; Poff et al. 1997). These fixed policies are an
inadequate means of managing dynamic ecological systems (Arthington et al. 2006; Poff et al.
1997). Additionally, as environmental requirements are derived from the relicensing negotiation
process, they often do not directly mirror the needs of the ecological systems they are intended
to protect (Jager & Smith 2008). A more effective means of environmental flow management
would be to integrate variability, quantity, and timing of water movement into policies (Poff et
al. 1997). In response to the recognition that climate, hydrology, and ecology exist as
nonstationary phenomena, there is a need to expand on the available research and
implementation of approaches that better mimic sub-daily natural dynamics of the system (Milly
et al. 2008; Poff 2018). Some studies have developed more integrated hydrologic management
recommendations, but do not fully address economic hydropower needs (Arthington et al.
2006; Erskine et al. 1999; Poff et al. 2010; Richter et al. 2006).
6

Flexibility in operations could serve as an approach to meet ecological and economic needs
in relicensing. Flexibility is defined in this study as being able to generate power when it is most
valuable, which reflects the concern that “altering the peaking operation could threaten the
power utility’s flexibility to provide and sell electricity on demand during periods of peak
consumption” (Irwin 2019). Flexibility creates such opportunities for power generation, while
also encouraging more dynamic management of ecological impacts. In this study, flexibility is
used as a tool to develop a suite of integrated alternative management scenarios that meet
both objectives.

2.3

MODELING FOR MANAGEMENT DECISIONS
Past studies have used models on the Connecticut River basin to inform and support

management decisions (Julian et al. 2016; Kennedy et al. 2018; Steinschneider et al. 2014).
Linear optimization models are often applied to understand the hydrologic impacts of
hydropower and the economic effects of alternative operations (Guisández et al. 2013;
Harpman 1999; Jager & Smith 2008; Jamshid Mousavi & Shourian 2009; Khadem et al. 2018;
Madani & Lund 2010; Null et al. 2014; Olivares & Lund 2012; Pérez-Díaz & Wilhelmi 2010;
Räsänen et al. 2012; Yoo 2009). Models can be useful in decision-making for understanding the
problems at hand, facilitating the development of measurable objectives, building and
evaluating alternative operations, and fostering collaborative negotiation (Lund & Palmer 1997).
Simplified and computer-based optimization models can be a cost-effective and reliable strategy
for investigating solutions, making decisions, and engaging stakeholders (Palmer & Cohan 1986;
Richter & Thomas 2007).
A variety of methods are available for investigating problems with multiple objectives
(Chiandussi et al. 2012). One means of doing so is through the formulation of a Pareto frontier.
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This study applies the Constraint Method to the optimization problem. This approach uses a
single objective function, which quantifies one objective, and sets of constraints derived to
measure the achievement of other objectives. The model in this study optimizes the economic
variables in the objective function, while holding the environmental requirements as
constraints. As a result, power generation, revenue, and environmental metrics are
simultaneously optimized subject to system and scenario constraints. Applying a set of differing
scenarios develops a Pareto frontier that characterizes trade-offs. This frontier implicitly
requires that one objective cannot be improved without losses to the other (Messac & Mattson
2004). This study assumes this holds true in hydropower systems. The set of scenarios that best
minimize economic losses and hydrologic alteration will create a frontier of non-dominant
options that best address the conflicting objectives. An advantage of this post optimality
analysis is that it allows stakeholders to visualize a suite of solutions, weigh their needs
accordingly, and select the best solution when a true optimization of conflicting objectives
cannot be reached.
The model used in this study is an adaptation of a previously developed program called
the Connecticut River Hydropower Operations Program (CHOP). CHOP was built to analyze a
system of four hydropower projects and the Northfield Mountain Pumped Storage
Hydroelectricity Facility in the mainstem of the Connecticut River in New England (Detwiler
2016). In this study, the model integrates more dynamic environmental constraints at three of
these facilities.

8

3.0 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The model used for this study has been utilized to investigate several alternative
operation options, including seasonally defined minimum flows, bypass channel regulation, and
limited peaking operations, which are detailed in the supplemental appendix. This study
explores a potential alternative operation called “seasonal flexibility,” in which constraints may
be more or less flexible during certain seasons. For hydropower facilities, this can facilitate more
power and revenue generation during seasons of higher energy prices and greater need. From
an ecological perspective, it can strategically reduce flow alteration during critical seasons to
better mimic run-of-river. Both economic and ecological considerations can contribute to the
development of seasonal flexibility regulations.

3.1

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
One economic goal of hydropower management is to meet the power needs of

consumers, while generating revenue through hourly Energy Markets (ISO NE 2020a; Jager &
Smith 2008). One imperative external constraint is water availability (Richter & Thomas 2007).
Physical operational constraints include ramping rates, turbine capacity, and environmental
policy requirements. Flexible operations, as they are defined here, permit unregulated
operations during hours of high energy value to facilitate maximal revenue and power
generation.
Energy Markets follow a general sub-daily pattern, one in which power prices are high in
the mid-morning, then lower during the day, peak again in the early evening, and decrease
overnight. This pattern is demonstrated in Figure 1 with energy prices from 2017 and 2018,
retrieved from Independent Service Operators New England (ISO NE). Though this pattern is
relatively stable, mean hourly energy prices vary by month and year, by as much as 178% among
9

years between 2003 and 2018 (ISO NE 2020b). Forecasts also suggest that the onset of
renewable energy sources such as wind and solar will reduce prices during daylight hours
(Jones-Albertus 2017). This implies that the future of the energy market is comparably, if not
more, uncertain than future hydrologic patterns affected by climate change.
To maximize revenue at these peak hours, hydropower facility operators may practice
hydropeaking, creating large, unnatural sub-daily fluctuations in reservoir releases (Zimmerman
et al. 2010). The multiple peaks exhibited each day illustrate why hydropeaking is economically
important and ecologically problematic. Flexibility would allow hydropower facilities to generate
power at the highest energy prices of the year, to alleviate the economic need to peak sub-daily.

Energy Price ($ / MWH)

45.00
40.00
35.00

Jan.

30.00

Avg.

25.00

June

20.00

0

5

10

15

20

Hours of day
Figure 1: Average hourly energy prices for western Massachusetts in 2017 and 2018. Average
hourly energy prices for January 2017 and 2018 and June 2017 and 2018 are included. Retrieved
from the IEO-NE archives.

Seasonally, allowing flexibility in operations may be most profitable during times of
higher variation in hourly energy prices. Figure 2 illustrates that hourly energy prices in western
10

New England are most variable in the winter (December, January, and February), likely due to
the power needed for electric heating systems (ISO NE 2020b; Richter & Thomas 2007). Greater
flexibility in operations during these winter months may be beneficial to capitalize on the
highest energy prices.

Figure 2: Exceedance probability curve for seasonal hourly energy prices for western
Massachusetts. Data spans 2003-2018. Seasons are defined as winter (January, February,
March), spring (April, May, June), summer (July, August, September), and fall (October,
November, December). Retrieved from the IEO-NE archives.

3.2

ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Dams have been present in the northeast United States and throughout the Connecticut

River watershed since the Industrial Revolution, with the first dam on the mainstem completed
in 1798. Today, roughly 3,000 dams still exist within the Connecticut River watershed (Ho et al.
2017; Kennedy et al. 2018). These dams directly affect river hydrology, resulting in
environmental stress and related impacts that have persisted over time (Poff et al. 1997).
Previous studies, conducted specifically within the Connecticut River watershed, suggest that
11

dam management in the basin has modified natural flow patterns in ways that have been
harmful to the success of a variety of habitats and species (Nislow et al. 2002; Normandeau
2017; Kennedy et al. 2018; Kynard & Horgan 2019; Zimmerman et al. 2010).
Five characteristics of flow regimes, namely magnitude, frequency, duration, timing, and
rate of change, can describe impacts of altered hydrology on ecological systems. These five
characteristics are useful in defining the hydrologic dynamics necessary to sustain aquatic and
riverine habitats (Poff et al. 1997). They have been integrated into quantifiable metrics, called
Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration, which measure the degree of change to flow regimes (Haas
et al. 2014; Richter et al. 1996; TNC 2007).
Within the Connecticut River mainstem, a primary ecological concern is habitat
availability, which is jeopardized by frequent and extreme hydropeaking. Pulsed releases reduce
habitat persistence and frequently change the amount of available critical habitat (Freeman et.
al 2001; Kennedy et al. 2016). This is pertinent to species in the Connecticut River that depend
on low and stable flows, including several species of diadromous fish that require seasonally low
flows for spawning and rearing (Normandeau 2017). Furthermore, many juvenile fish require
low flow conditions to mature and are vulnerable to changes in their surroundings (Freeman et
al. 2001). Natural seasonal flow variation that sustains periods of persistent low flow is critical to
riverine fish survival.
Hydropeaking also affects riparian species, such as cobblestone tiger beetles. Peaking
results in edge habitat being inundated with water, impacting its persistence. Stable low flows
leave this cobble bar habitat available for use (Normandeau 2017). When hydropeaking happens
sub-daily, the available habitat for cobblestone tiger beetles changes rapidly and becomes
limited, leading to species destabilization (Kennedy et al. 2018; Zimmerman et al. 2010).
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More immobile species, such as the endangered dwarf wedgemussel, are not quick to
respond to changes, making them susceptible to rapid, large, and frequent flow fluctuations that
isolate them or flush them away (Richter & Thomas 2007). Furthermore, their habitat affects
how strongly they are anchored in the substrate. This habitat is dependent on hydraulic factors,
including shear stress, shear velocity, and relative shear stress, all of which are impacted by flow
(Normandeau 2017). Freshwater mussels require that their habitats maintain certain
temperatures for reproduction (Vaughn & Taylor 1999). Like riverine fish and cobblestone tiger
beetles, mussel survival is dependent on seasonal stable low flows. These flow conditions
maintain adequate water depth in the mussel bed, sustain suitable habitat, and decrease shear
stress (Normandeau 2017).
When dam removal is not possible, a run-of-river operation is the most effective means
of preserving the natural dynamics of the flow regime that sustain river ecosystems. Typically,
“run-of-river” refers to systems for which the upstream flows are minimally altered. However,
because of the extensive development in the Connecticut River watershed, upstream flows are
heavily modified. Therefore, the term “run-of-river” implies a return to a condition that will not
be achieved in this context. For this reason, this study refers to this type of operational protocol
as “inflow-equals-outflow,” or “IEO.”
The preference for IEO operations as opposed to operating the system to mirror natural
flows is for two reasons. First, upstream hydropower projects manipulate flows in their
hydropeaking operations, prohibiting the restoration of a natural flow regime by a single
facility’s reoperation. Secondly, prior literature suggests that climate nonstationarity is changing
hydrology, implying that an approach that aims to restore historical, unimpacted flows may not
effectively manage the ecological systems that are adapting to a climate-altered environment
and flow dynamics (Milly et al. 2008; Poff 2018). Therefore, IEO is the stronger long-term
13

approach for this system, instead of implementing operations that mimic estimated unregulated
flows.

3.3

FLEXIBLE OPERATIONS
Implementing IEO at hydropower facilities on the Connecticut River mainstem would be

a conscious effort to mitigate downstream ecological impacts. It could contribute to a long-term
initiative of reestablishing less impacted flows within the watershed. However, IEO would
impose losses in revenue. Conversely, unregulated hydropeaking is an operational policy that
maximizes revenue and consciously fills power needs but exacerbates downstream ecological
impacts.
This study proposes a framework to address these competing objectives. To minimize
impacts to the flow regime, the framework requires an IEO protocol, with an added component
of flexibility. Flexibility is introduced in this study as a metric that quantifies the frequency and
magnitude by which the operations can deviate from IEO to generate power when it is most
valuable.
Frequency of deviation is defined by the hours with the highest percentile of energy
prices. These hours both reflect a greater need for power and opportunity to generate
substantial revenue. Some current FERC licenses apply policies that restrict flow operations
proportionately throughout the year 1 (FERC 2002). Specifically, this study will focus on energy

This reference is to the license issued to the Fifteen Mile Falls Hydroelectric Project. The
proposed and accepted operation limits the maximum flow from the system to not exceed the
turbine capacity of McIndoes Dam more than 7% of the year, except for at times of naturally
high flow. A situation that would prompt such an action is infrequent, and so the policy
seemingly does little to police the daily operations of the system. However, its critical role is to
prevent future expansion of power generation capacity.
1
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price percentiles of 2-10% (referred to as “energy price target”). These proportions characterize
a set number of hours per year that the system can operate flexibly.
At energy price target hours, it is assumed that the system can forego any policy
restrictions to generate as much power as is needed. For the rest of the hours, during which the
framework requires IEO, a magnitude of flexibility is applied (called “IEO deviation”). At these
hours, the system releases can differ from inflows by a proportional bound that is constant over
the defined timeframe. This provides some flexibility to hydropower facilities to manage hourly
flows so that the reservoir is prepared to capitalize on high energy prices, while still keeping a
similar hydrologic pattern to the inflows. Typically, the IEO deviation parameter would manifest
as the releases lagging slightly below the inflows, so that the reservoirs can refill incrementally
at each hour, ensuring that the reservoir is full of water to generate energy at the next energy
price target hour. This study explores IEO deviation proportions between 0% and 20%. This
means that at all hours for which energy prices are not the highest, the releases can be 0-20%
higher or lower than the inflow at that hour.
Under this framework, the system is restricted from unregulated hydropeaking, a
practice that allows the hydropower facilities to operate in the most profitable way. The
intention of integrating full flexibility at the energy price target hours is to generate revenue
that compensates for the losses caused by the framework’s IEO requirements. The IEO deviation
bounds contribute to this flexibility by allowing the system to prepare for these hours of high
revenue and power generation. Sensitivity of revenue and power generation to this framework
can be explored by running various scenarios with incremental changes in the flexibility
parameters (Pérez-Díaz & Wilhelmi 2010).
The IEO component of the framework is intended to reduce ecological impacts
downstream. Unregulated hydropeaking causes continuous alteration to the regime. However,
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this operational framework restricts flow alteration to a specified number of hours.
Furthermore, it manages flow in a dynamic way that addresses flow frequency, rate of change,
timing, magnitude, and duration, whereas fixed flow requirements do not. To address
seasonality in environmental flows, the flexibility in the hydropower system can be loosened or
constrained for seasons of lesser or greater ecological importance.
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4.0 METHODS
4.1

STUDY SITE
This study tests the flexibility framework on three dams in series, jointly managed by

Great River Hydro, LLC, along the mainstem of the Connecticut River (Figure 3). This river
network flows 410 miles (660 km) from Chartierville, Quebec to Old Lyme, Connecticut, where it
drains into the Long Island Sound. The Connecticut River basin lies across Vermont, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and a very small portion does so in Maine and Quebec
Provence. As such, it is the largest river in New England, comprised of forty-four major
tributaries. The watershed drains about 11,000 square miles (29,137 km2) (CRC 2019;
Zimmerman et al. 2010).

USGS 01138500
Wilder Dam
Bellows Falls Dam
Vernon Dam

Figure 3: Map of the Connecticut River watershed, identifying the three modeled hydropower
facilities and USGS gage 01138500, from which streamflow data were collected.
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Over 100 hydropower projects exist within the Connecticut River basin (Haas et al.
2014). The three projects of interest in this study are Wilder Dam, Bellows Falls Dam, and
Vernon Dam, all of which are located on the Vermont and New Hampshire border. The
hydropower system directly upstream of these three is Fifteen Mile Falls (Kennedy et al. 2018).
All three dams are in the river waterway, though Bellows Falls does have a bypass channel. They
practice hydropeaking in typical operations, and all maintain a single, constant minimum flow
rate throughout the year to address environmental concerns. Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon
dams have been pursuing an updated license (as of May 2020) with FERC since 2012. Their
combined maximum capacity is 108.8 MW. Their other specifications and requirements are
listed in Table 1.

Characteristic

Wilder Dam 2

Bellows Falls
Dam 3
1928
173.7
5,414
10,500
288.6 – 291.6
7,476
1,083
3
0.8
11,400
40.8

Vernon Dam 4

Year built
1950
1909
Location (Connecticut River mile)
217.4
141.9
2
Drainage area (mi )
3,375
6,266
Average annual inflow (cfs)
6,400
12,200
Operating range elevation (ft)
380 – 385
212 – 220
Useable storage (acre-ft)
13,350
18,300
Required minimum flow (cfs)
675
1,250
Number of turbines
3
10
Average turbine efficiency
0.9
0.82
Total turbine flow capacity (cfs)
10,700
17,100
Total turbine generation capacity
35.6
32.4
(MW per hour)
Table 1: Specifications and requirements of hydropower operations of Wilder, Bellows Falls, and
Vernon dams. All three dams are on the Connecticut River in Vermont and New Hampshire.

TransCanada Hydro Northeast Inc. 2012c
TransCanada Hydro Northeast Inc. 2012a
4
TransCanada Hydro Northeast Inc. 2012b
2
3
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4.2

DATA

4.2.1 HYDROLOGIC DATA
Inflow data for this model are comprised of two sources. Streamflow data upstream of
Wilder Dam is collected from USGS public datasets (gage 01138500). This gage is downstream of
the Fifteen Mile Falls dam system, capturing flow values that indicate impairment by upstream
hydropeaking. These data are collected at an hourly timestep for 2003 – 2018. Tributary flows
are generated through USGS’s Connecticut River UnImpacted Streamflow Estimation (CRUISE)
tool, a statistical approach to estimating naturalized daily flows (Archfield et al. 2013). These
streamflow data are projected for 2003 – 2018 and the daily data are converted to hourly
streamflow with a disaggregation function. Together, these two data sources provide a full set
of hydrological input data for the optimization model.
The years spanning this analysis comprise a range of wetter and drier years. The inflow
data suggest that 2003 – 2011 correspond to years for which the average streamflow is wetter
than the total average, while 2012 – 2018 exhibit streamflow averages that are generally drier
than the total average (Figure 4). Observed data from USGS gage 01138500 and two
downstream gages (USGS 01170500 and USGS 01184000) suggest similar hydrologic patterns.
Therefore, this study encompasses a wide range of potential hydrologic variation that may occur
in a future of climate uncertainty.
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Figure 4: Percent differences in annual mean flow from mean flow across 2003 through 2018.
Streamflow data represented include model inputs (black), an upstream gage (USGS gage
01138500 in dark orange), and two downstream gages (USGS 01170500 in orange and USGS
01184000 in light orange). All gages are on the Connecticut River mainstem.

4.2.2 ENERGY PRICE DATA
This model only considers Energy Market revenue for the system. In 2016, energy sales
from this market comprised 63% of the system’s revenue, with Capacity Market payments at
27%, and other initiatives totaling 10% (CRC 2018). The Energy Market is highly variable, as
these prices are determined hourly and likely have a greater sub-daily impact on flow
management than other revenue sources (ISO NE 2020a). Furthermore, the Energy Market is
not governed by the hydrology of the system, because of the grid’s limited dependency on
hydropower. Instead, natural gas and other power sources dominate the economics (CRC 2018).
This suggests that times of high energy prices will not align with times of high flow, increasing
the probability that hydropower operations alter the flow regime.
Hourly energy prices are collected from the ISO NE public data archives. ISO NE is a nonprofit, independently owned entity that manages the transfer and supply of energy for New
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England. Hourly locational marginal pricing (LMP) is available online for all six New England
states (ISO NE 2020b). Energy price data for the years 2003 – 2011 were available for this study
from a previous application of the model (Detwiler 2016). Hourly energy prices from 2012 –
2018 are currently available for use by the public. The LMP hourly prices are real-time, which
reflects the perfect foresight consideration of optimization modeling.

4.3

OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
A linear optimization model is used to assess ecological and economic impacts of the

hydropower dam system being governed under the proposed framework. The model is
constructed in LINGO 18TM software and optimizes specified scenarios at an hourly time-step for
a calendar year over a 16-year period (140,160 total time-steps) via the simplex algorithm
(LINDO Systems 2018). Each of the three dams is subject to 11 constraints at each hour and the
model internally converts the resulting hourly releases from each facility to generated power
and revenue. Producing the hourly releases from the reservoirs can capture ecologically
impactful sub-daily oscillations that cannot be measured at a daily time-step (Haas et al. 2014).
These releases are dependent on upstream releases entering the reservoir and the storage
allowed by the operational framework.
The objective function maximizes hydropower revenue to quantify incremental changes
in monetary outputs under ecologically relevant policies, integrated into the model as
constraints. The model annually optimizes revenue across 16 years using inputs of paired
hydrology and energy price data, specifically for historical data from 2003 to 2018. The objective
function is represented below.

𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = �(𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟ℎ ) + � 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑦𝑦ℎ
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This objective function is comprised of two decision variables. The first is hourly
generated power, multiplied by the historic energy prices for that hour (CPrice,h). Because hourly
power prices vary in the previously described patterns, they are considered to be reflective of
the hourly variability of power need. The second decision variable is a spill penalty, which
discourages the system from spilling water unless required by boundary conditions; in this case,
when inflows surpass the available storage. The penalty is several magnitudes smaller than the
hourly power, controlling spill without greatly affecting the optimal revenue.
Linear programs optimize an objective within the limitations of linear mathematical
constraints. In a hydropower dam system, physical and regulatory constraints limit the
operations within realistic measures. Physically, this system is restricted by storage, efficiency,
and turbine capacity parameters. Policies, including those that are ecologically relevant, dictate
minimum flow, ramping rate, energy price target, and IEO deviation requirements. The input
data and constraint values are delivered to LINGOTM through a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with
compatible Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) coding.
Seasonal flexibility is integrated into the model through hourly constraints on releases.
First, the energy price target is calculated as a percentile of the highest energy prices for each
season or year. Then, at hours for which the energy price is equal to or exceeds that value,
releases can quickly increase to turbine capacity. At hours for which the energy prices are below
the threshold, releases are bounded by the value of the inflow plus or minus the allowed IEO
deviation. These constraints rely on the assumption of perfect price foresight.

4.4

FLEXIBILITY DEFINITION
Past research has formulated metrics to quantify system performance (Hashimoto et al.

1982). This study expands on this work by proposing “flexibility,” which measures the
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proportion of time that the system can deviate from IEO operations and capitalize on high
prices. It is a function of the energy price target and IEO deviation parameters. The
mathematical representation of flexibility developed for this study is inspired by the definition
of reliability developed by Hashimoto et al. (1982):

𝐹𝐹ℎ = 𝑊𝑊 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑃�𝑄𝑄𝑅𝑅,ℎ ∈ 𝐵𝐵�)
for which

𝑊𝑊 =

∑(|𝑄𝑄𝑅𝑅,ℎ − 𝑄𝑄𝐼𝐼,ℎ |)
; 𝐵𝐵 = 𝑄𝑄𝐼𝐼,ℎ ± 𝑋𝑋 ∗ 𝑄𝑄𝐼𝐼,ℎ ; ℎ ∈ [1 ,8760 ∗ 𝑌𝑌]
𝑛𝑛

In this representation, Fh is flexibility at hour h, QR,h is releases at hour h, and QI,h is
inflows at hour h. Hours (h) are defined annually between 1 and 8760 (the product of 365 days
and 24 hours per day) times the number of years in the analyzed time period. Flexibility is
defined by the product of the two defined parameters, IEO deviation and energy price targets.
The former is calculated by a weight, W. This weight is the average difference in hourly flow
releases from the hourly inflows. This weight increases with larger IEO deviations and more
hours at which the system can maximize generation. The energy price targets are quantified by
the second factor, which is the proportion of time during which the releases are not within the
set B, defined by the IEO deviation (X). Flexibility is therefore defined as a function of both the
timing and magnitude at which the system can deviate from IEO to generate power and
revenue.

4.5

ECONOMIC AND ECOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES
The optimization model generates hourly revenue, power, and reservoir releases that

are analyzed for economic losses and hydrologic alteration. The economic objective is to
minimize proportional losses in total revenue and power from historic power and revenue totals
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(2003 – 2018). The ecological objectives are quantified by changes to three hydrologic
indicators: daily reversals, flashiness, and average daily amplitude.
Correlations between flow alteration and ecological values have been researched and
documented (Bunn & Arthington 2002; Poff et al. 1997; Poff & Zimmerman 2010). However,
quantifying and defining direct ecological responses to changes in a flow regime is challenging
because of limited data on interrelated ecological factors (Arthington et al. 2006). An approach
to linking ecosystem function to hydropower operations is evaluating changes to the hydrologic
regime (Meile et al. 2011). In this study, releases from the three-dam system are assessed for
the five hydrologic characteristics that are impacted by hydropeaking operations. Table 2
introduces the three hydrological indicators that quantify these characteristics.

HYDROLOGIC INDICATOR

DEFINITION

REPRESENTATIVE
CHARACTERISTICS
Frequency, magnitude,
rate of change

Measure of hourly flow oscillations
in a 24-hour period
Number of changes in flow over a
Reversals
Frequency
24-hour period
Average peak size over a 24-hour
Average Amplitude
Magnitude
period
Table 2: Hydrologic indicators used to assess changes to hydrologic characteristics on reservoir
releases.
Richard – Baker Flashiness

Richard – Baker Flashiness (RBF) incorporates the cumulative impacts of magnitude,
frequency, and rate of change of flow oscillations over a given period (Baker et al. 2004).
Flashiness is a useful metric for assessing whether flow patterns are conducive to critical life
stages of species of concern. A variation of the Richard – Baker Flashiness index, adapted for
hourly data, is used for this study (Bevelhimer et al. 2015; Zimmerman et al. 2010). The
calculation for this index is as follows:
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1
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 (|𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 | + |𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 − 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖−1 |)
2
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖

In the above function, n represents the data points calculated for each day, in this case,
24 hours. Hourly flow is indicated by q.
Daily reversals are the summed number of times each day that the hydrograph indicates
a change between rising and falling slopes (TNC 2007; Zimmerman et al. 2010). It quantifies the
frequency and timing of peaks in the hydrology. Hydropeaking systems are likely to reverse flow
more often than natural systems, to respond to sub-daily changes in energy prices, resulting in
more changes in the hydrograph slope. More reversals also allude to the duration of peaks, as
more frequent peaking in a 24-hour period suggests less time at each peak.
Amplitude is the magnitude of flow measured between sets of reversals. Average daily
amplitude is the average change in these magnitudes exhibited in a 24-hour period. Amplitude is
normalized by drainage area for comparison across streams of varying size and landscape. More
natural systems likely indicate small amplitudes, because changes in flow are more gradual and
a peak may not be obtained for several days. Alternatively, a system regulated by hydropower
may exhibit changes in magnitude from minimum flow to full turbine capacity once or more
each day, creating large, persistent sub-daily amplitudes. These ecological metrics are applied
uniformly across each year, as well as evaluated on a seasonal basis.

4.6

IEO VS. CURRENT OPERATIONS
Inflow-equals-outflow (IEO) and unregulated hydropeaking, denoted as “Current

Operations” in this study, differ in both their economic and hydrologic impacts. Environmental
flow policies tend to decrease hydropower revenue and power generation (Guisández et al.
2013; Nyatsanza et al. 2015). Initial runs with this model support prior research and suggest
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that the difference in revenue between IEO and Current Operations is about 12% for the Great
River Hydro projects over a sixteen-year analysis. The difference in generated power is about
4%. These losses present a clear trade-off between operations that maximize ecological
objectives and those that maximize economic gain.
Figure 5 illustrates an example of modeled streamflow under IEO and unregulated
hydropeaking operations. Flow releases under an IEO operation echo the inflows from upstream
hydropeaking projects while the Current Operations releases demonstrate more pronounced
peaking from the three modeled dams. Releases from Current Operations exhibit higher
amplitudes and greater flashiness. The reversals may not change very much, as the upstream
dams and Great River Hydro dams are governed by similar energy price curves.

Figure 5: Hydrograph of model-projected releases from Vernon Dam under an inflow-equals
outflow (IEO) protocol and Current Operations. Vernon Dam is located on the Connecticut River
in Vermont and New Hampshire. It is the most downstream hydropower facility of the threedam study site.
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Table 3 lists average Richard – Baker Flashiness (RBF), reversal, and average normalized
amplitude values across three contexts: The White River, an IEO operation, and Current
Operations. The latter two represent the hydrologic indicators for the Great River Hydro system
under IEO and unregulated hydropeaking scenarios. The White River serves as a surrogate for a
natural river, as it is the largest remaining unmanaged tributary of the Connecticut River. The
White River is a high-gradient river, so ecological metrics may be slightly greater than those
expected for the Connecticut River mainstem if it were unimpacted.
Observations from Figure 5 are supported in Table 3. Hydrologic indicators are greater
under Current Operations than under IEO. IEO hydrologic indicators are more reflective, though
still higher, than White River metrics. Ecological integrity is dependent on a flow regime that is
governed by natural processes. Therefore, hydrologic characteristics that effectively protect
ecological systems are likely those that better mirror the White River indicators. This affirms
that an IEO operation is expected to mitigate downstream impacts, while unregulated
hydropeaking operations are expected to induce more hydrologic and ecological effects.

Current
Operations
Avg. Daily Richard – Baker Flashiness
0.018
0.024
0.088
Avg. Daily Reversals
0.85
1.82
2.34
Avg. Daily Normalized Amplitude
0.315
0.333
0.709
Table 3: Hydrologic indicator comparisons across the White River (unmanaged system), an IEO
protocol at the Great River Hydro dams, and projected Current Operations. Calculated
hydrologic indicators are average daily normalized amplitude, reversals, and Richard - Baker
Flashiness index.
White River
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IEO

5.0 CASE STUDY RESULTS
The following subsections detail the analysis and results of the application of the
optimization model to the Great River Hydro system. The first section presents findings from a
sensitivity analysis, for which impacts of varying flexibility on ecological and economic objectives
are explored. The second section explores dividing the year into two seasons with different
degrees of flexibility and projects the potential ecological and economic impacts. The third
section applies an estimated unimpacted flow regime to conduct two sets of analyses. The first
quantifies economic losses to an IEO-operated Great River Hydro project if inflows were to
reestablish a more natural flow regime, as a result of upstream reservoirs also adopting IEO
protocols. The second is to explore how seasonal flexibility may translate to systems that lack
the Connecticut River’s extensive history of development, by applying the seasonal flexibility
scenario previously described to this unimpacted flow regime. For all analysis, total revenue and
power values are summed for the three projects, while the hydrologic indicators are assessed
for Vernon’s releases, the final releases from the three-dam system. Flows from Vernon
correlate well with those of Wilder and Bellows Falls (correlation coefficient values of 0.894 and
0.932, respectively), indicating that findings for the hydrologic indicators would be similar across
releases from all three reservoirs. Therefore, Vernon releases are selected as representative
flows for analysis because they are the furthest downstream. To note, Wilder’s correlation
coefficient is slightly lower because releases tend to be flashier than those of Bellows Falls and
Vernon.

5.1

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

This research quantifies and illustrates the sensitivity of the study objectives to changes in
flexibility, which is defined by an energy price target and IEO deviation. A sensitivity analysis
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illustrates the economic and ecological trade-offs across a range of operations. Losses in
revenue and power, as well as the hydrologic indicators, are quantified across scenarios of
varying flexibility parameters. Those operations range from as strict as IEO to as flexible as
unregulated hydropeaking (Current Operations), with varying energy price targets and IEO
deviations defining the flexibility of scenarios in between (Table 4). A total of 25 scenarios are
evaluated. Power, revenue, and hydrologic indicators are averaged across all modeled years for
each parameter combination for comparison. Economic impacts are presented first, followed by
an evaluation of hydrologic alteration.
Flexibility increases with increasing IEO deviations and energy price targets, as is indicated in
Table 4 and Figure 6. The least flexible scenarios are those with 2% and 4% energy price targets,
across all IEO deviations, while the most flexible scenarios are those of 8% and 10% energy price
targets. The six most flexible scenarios have a large range of IEO deviations, from 5% to 20%.

ENERGY PRICE TARGET
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
0%
3.06
8.09
15.17
23.76
34.33
5%
6.59
15.26
25.87
37.93
51.65
IEO
DEVIATION
10%
9.13
20.49
33.81
48.80
65.41
15%
11.09
24.62
40.10
57.47
76.38
20%
12.79
28.12
45.38
64.61
85.52
Table 4: Flexibility values for IEO deviation and energy price target combinations across 25
tested sensitivity analysis scenarios. Flexibility values are calculated using the defined metric.
Parameter combinations are applied to Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon dam operations in a
linear optimization model.
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Figure 6: The flexibility values of the 25 scenarios tested in a sensitivity analysis. Flexibility is a
function of energy price target and IEO deviation values. The scenarios are ranked (x axis) from
lowest to highest flexibility value. IEO deviation values are indicated by color (light green
represents 0% IEO deviation, with the deviation increasing with darker tones until black, which
indicates a 20% IEO deviation). Energy price targets are 2% (circles), 4% (triangles), 6% (squares),
8% (diamonds), and 10% (crosses).

5.1.1 REVENUE AND POWER
Figure 7 presents proportional total losses in revenue and generated power from those
of Current Operations for all 25 scenarios. The results suggest that revenue is more sensitive to
changes in flexibility than power is. These losses in revenue range from 3 to 9.6%, while losses in
annual generated power are between 0.6 and 3.4%. The former suggests a 6.6% difference in
possible losses, while the latter exhibits only a 2.8% difference. To note, total projected losses in
Energy Market revenue and generated power under IEO are about 12% and 4%, respectively.
Therefore, all flexibility scenarios have lower economic losses than those of the IEO scenario.
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Figure 7: Percent losses in revenue (circles) and power (squares) for 25 scenarios of varying
energy price target and IEO deviation combinations. Energy price targets are indicated by
varying shades of blue.

The analysis suggests that scenarios with a 0% IEO deviation have the largest impact on
revenue, as the slope between scenarios with a 0% and 5% IEO deviation is greatest. These
higher losses result from little flexibility to manage hourly releases, which provides little
opportunity to refill the reservoir or prepare for high prices. Alternatively, most scenarios with
IEO deviations between 10 and 20% accumulate losses of less than 6%. This suggests that the
increased flexibility in hourly flow management effectively prepares the system to capitalize on
the most valuable prices. Revenue is impacted most by a low energy price target, as the
differences in revenue losses between energy price targets with the same IEO deviation is
greatest between 2% and 4%. Higher energy price targets exhibit similar revenue losses when
they share the same IEO deviation.
For power, the highest losses are evident in the most restrictive scenarios. Power losses
are relatively small across all scenarios, as the losses under IEO are only 4%, leaving little
opportunity for improvement. Proportional power losses approach 1% with increases in IEO
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deviations and energy price target combinations. This suggests that increased flexibility in hourly
releases maximizes power generation. However, differences in energy price targets of the same
IEO deviation yield small or negligible impacts on power generation. This suggests that power is
comparatively more affected by the IEO deviation parameter.
Losses in power are due to the altered timing of the total volume of water moving
through the system over the year. Current Operations most effectively alter the timing of flow
to benefit revenue generation. Decreasing flexibility hinders this ability, forcing high flows to
spill, instead of storing that water for later. Controlling the timing of flow by decreasing
flexibility strongly impacts revenue because the system is forced generate power at less costefficient times, to maintain the pattern of inflow.

5.1.2 HYDROLOGIC INDICATORS
Hydrologic behavior under varying flexibility parameters are compared by calculating
the average daily value for each hydrologic indicator for each scenario. These indicators are
compared to those for IEO and Current Operations.

RICHARD – BAKER FLASHINESS
Figure 8 displays average RBF index values for all flexibility scenarios. This analysis
suggests that most of the evaluated scenarios have lower RBF values than that of Current
Operations. Unregulated hydropeaking creates flow regimes with frequent low and high peaks,
resulting in a flashier system, while IEO flows are less flashy. Most RBF values for the 25
flexibility scenarios fall between the two, but flashiness for the few most flexible scenarios does
approach that of Current Operations. Scenarios with a 10% energy price target and 10-20% IEO
deviations surpass the flashiness value for Current Operations (Figure 8). This suggests the
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creation of flashier conditions that may have greater ecological impact than the constant
alteration induced by Current Operations. This is a consideration for implementing flexibility into
alterative hydropower operations on the Connecticut River mainstem.
At higher IEO deviations, the impact of energy price targets on flashiness lessens.
Increases in energy price across a 0% IEO deviation result in increases to RBF that are 20%
greater than those when energy price targets are increased across a 20% IEO deviation. This
suggests that energy price targets have less of an incremental impact on hydrologic flashiness
when releases have more hourly flexibility.

Figure 8: Quantified differences in mean Richard-Baker Flashiness (RFB) across 25 scenarios of
varying energy price target and IEO deviation parameters. Energy price targets are differentiated
by blue graph lines. IEO and Current Operation RBF values are represented by the light and dark
dotted green lines, respectively.

REVERSALS
Figure 9 displays daily reversal values averaged for each flexibility scenario. Only the
scenarios with the smallest IEO deviation and energy price targets decrease daily reversals from
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that of Current Operations. A 2% energy price target and 0% IEO deviation best reflects an IEO
protocol, so exhibits an average daily reversal value that is comparable to it. However, average
daily reversals increase quickly as flexibility increases and surpass the average daily reversal
value for Current Operations. Changes are greatest between IEO deviation changes from 0-10%.
Incremental changes in reversals between energy price targets are relatively small, likely
because the inflow pattern and hours of full operation follow the same energy price curve.
However, the IEO deviation allows the system to peak between the upper and lower bound,
resulting in more reversals associated with very small instances of peaking. The number of small
peaks within the IEO deviation bounds are similar across higher deviation values (10-20%).

Figure 9: Quantified differences in mean daily reversals across 25 scenarios of varying energy
price target and IEO deviation parameters. Energy price targets are differentiated by blue graph
lines. IEO and Current Operation RBF values are represented by the light and dark dotted green
lines, respectively.
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AMPLITUDE
Average daily amplitude values across all scenarios are shown in Figure 10. Amplitude
values for all scenarios settle between those of IEO and Current Operations, better reflecting the
average IEO daily amplitude than that of Current Operations. Patterns in amplitude across
scenarios appear to be more sensitive to changes in energy price targets than to IEO deviations.
The average amplitude measurement is influenced by increasing the frequency of hours at
which the system can increase flow to maximize power generation. The IEO deviation constrains
the releases during hours when the system must reflect IEO. The potential for large amplitudes
at these hours is comparatively lower than that at energy price target hours. Therefore, they do
not contribute to the average daily magnitude to the same extent, resulting in relatively
insignificant changes with increasing flexibility across scenarios with the same energy price
target.

Figure 10: Quantified differences in mean daily amplitude across 25 scenarios of varying energy
price target and IEO deviation parameters. Energy price targets are differentiated by blue graph
lines. IEO and Current Operation RBF values are represented by the light and dark dotted green
lines, respectively.
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5.2

SEASONAL ANALYSIS
The previous analysis applies a single measure of flexibility uniformly for each year.

Next, the seasonality component of the seasonal flexibility framework explicitly assigns varying
flexibility according to the time of year. Previous research in the Connecticut River basin
suggests that critical biological life stages for species of concern, including diadromous fish,
cobblestone tiger beetles, and dwarf wedgemussels, occur roughly from April through October
(Kennedy et al. 2018, Normandeau 2017). Comparatively little evidence is available to confirm
impacts of hydropeaking on ecological systems from November through March. As previously
established, energy prices in western New England during the winter months (December
through February) are higher and more variable than the rest of the year because of the need to
provide electric heat.
The seasonal flexibility framework proposed in this study tailors flexibility to consider
seasonal economic and ecological needs. During times of critical ecological value, such as April
through October, flexibility is restricted to better mirror an IEO protocol. Hydropower
operations in the winter months are made more flexible by increasing energy price targets and
IEO deviation. This high flexibility season can compensate for economic losses during the critical
season. From an ecological perspective, the allowance of hydropeaking during this winter
season would be based on a lack of information about the effects of hydropeaking, not the
existence of evidence that suggests a lack of it.
One approach to implementing this seasonal flexibility is to assign a strict IEO protocol
to the critical season and allow unregulated hydropeaking in the winter season. Under this
simple operational paradigm, model results indicate a 5.7% loss in revenue and 1.8% loss in
generated power. The hydrologic indictors mirror those of Current Operations for November
through March, and those of IEO for April through October.
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An alternative operating policy is to define IEO deviation and energy price target
parameters across a series of scenarios that accommodate ecological considerations and
maximize flexibility in the winter. This promotes more controlled alteration to hydrology in the
winter and the ability to capitalize on the highest energy prices throughout the year. This
seasonal analysis uses parameter ranges as defined in Table 5. IEO deviation and energy price
target combinations chosen for the ecologically critical season (Apr. – Oct.) have low flexibility
while parameters during the winter months correspond with high flexibility values, as illustrated
in Figure 6.

SEASON
ENERGY PRICE TARGET IEO DEVIATION
Apr. – Oct.
2 – 4%
5 – 10%
Nov. – Mar.
8 – 10%
15 – 20%
Table 5: Distribution of flexibility parameters applied for seasonal analysis case study of the
Connecticut River mainstem. These parameters are applied to Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon
dam operations in a linear optimization model.

All combinations of these variables are explored with the model and evaluated to
determine likely ranges of losses in total power and Energy Market revenue, as well as changes
in hydrologic indicators. Revenue and power are compared to Current Operations to quantify
losses. The variability of total losses across all model runs are represented in box and whiskers
plots. The variability of hydrologic indicators is presented in box and whiskers plots and
compared to those of IEO and Current Operations for the critical season. These findings address
the trade-offs of this seasonal application.

5.2.1 REVENUE AND POWER
The integration of seasonal flexibility suggests losses in revenue ranging from 4.2 to
5.6% (Figure 11). These losses are halved compared to losses for a strict IEO operational policy
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(12%) and the least flexible scenarios in the sensitivity analysis (up to 9.6%). The addition of
seasonal flexibility allows for operations that limit the losses in power to 1 - 1.5%. This suggests
that seasonal flexibility operational policies have the potential to generate similar annual power
totals to those of unregulated hydropeaking.

Figure 11: Modeled range of losses in Energy Market revenue and power generation from
Current Operations. These losses are the result of seasonally defined flexibility parameters
applied to Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon dam operations. These losses are cumulative for
each of the 16 years modeled.

5.2.2 HYDROLOGIC INDICATORS
Exploring alternative operations for the Great River Hydro dam system can address
extensive flow alteration in the watershed and limit the corresponding impact on ecological
systems. As such, a seasonally flexible approach would decrease alteration to the flow regime
during vital ecological months. This evaluation utilizes RBF, reversals, and amplitude to
demonstrate the current state of the system during the two defined seasons (Figure 12).
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Hydrologic indicators for the current system, the system under an IEO protocol, and the White
River are presented as daily RBF (Figure 12A), daily reversals (Figure 12B), and average daily
amplitude (Figure 12C). Findings suggest that daily amplitude and flashiness are more variable in
the critical season (Apr. – Oct., AMJJASO), likely due to lower water availability. Current
Operation indicators appear to vary more between the critical and winter seasons than IEO, as
IEO conditions appear to keep some consistency throughout the year, which better reflects the
dynamics of the White River.
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Daily RBF

A

Daily Reversals

B

Avg Daily Amplitude
(Normalized)

C

Figure 12: Three hydrologic indicators across Current Operations and Inflow Equals Outflow (IEO) for Wilder,
Bellows Falls, and Vernon dams on the Connecticut River mainstem and the White River (an unmanaged
flow regime). Hydrologic indicators are daily Richard - Baker Flashiness (A), daily reversals (B), and average
daily amplitude (C). They are calculated for two seasons: April – October (AMJJASO) and November – March
(NDJFM). They are analyzed at an hourly scale and averaged to get representative daily values.
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The hydrologic indicators are evaluated for the seasonal flexibility scenarios proposed in
Table 5. The most restrictive impositions are applied to the ecologically critical season (Apr. –
Oct.) to reduce further alteration. The hydrologic indicators for this season suggest some
potential improvement in streamflow behavior (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Range of three hydrologic indicator values (Richard-Baker Flashiness (RBF), reversals,
and average amplitude) across seasonal flexibility scenarios under the Connecticut River
mainstem flow regime on Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon dams. Hydrologic indicators are
compared to IEO and Current Operations. The season analyzed is the ecologically critical season,
Apr. – Oct. (AMJJASO). Hydrologic indicators are analyzed at an hourly scale and averaged to get
representative daily values.

Variability in RBF and daily average amplitude are reduced under seasonal flexibility,
more closely resembling IEO conditions than Current Operations. Daily reversals exhibit little
change among all three scenarios but may increase in variability slightly under seasonal
flexibility operations. Current Operations and IEO have similar reversal distributions because
both the impacted inflows and reservoir releases follow the same energy price curve, as
suggested in Figure 5. The seasonal flexibility scenario is also consistent with this, but with
slightly greater variability. The IEO deviation parameter allows variation in releases of 5-10%
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greater or less than the inflows. The model may create additional small peaks within these
bounds to optimize the system, which are captured by the reversals, increasing its variability,
but do not translate to a higher RBF index. These smaller peaks also have shorter amplitudes
that bring down the median amplitude and lessen its variability. The average daily amplitude
and RBF index suggest that the slight increase in reversals may not negatively impact the whole
system; therefore, seasonal flexibility has the potential to dampen impacts to hydrologic
conditions during critical ecological seasons.

5.3

UNIMPACTED FLOW ANALYSIS
An IEO operation is considered the most ecologically beneficial for this three-dam

system, aside from dam removal, with the understanding that the larger watershed comprises a
web of impoundments that impact river hydrology. If all hydropower facilities in the watershed
adopted IEO operations, it could be the most effective means of achieving magnitude, timing,
frequency, duration, and rate of change characteristics that are more reflective of the
watershed’s natural hydrology (Poff et al. 1997). This study quantifies the losses to the
hydropower utility if this end goal were reached by deriving a representative unimpacted flow
regime and applying it to the system under an IEO protocol. The Connecticut River UnImpacted
Streamflow Estimation (CRUISE) tool is used to estimate data that may be reflective of, but not
identical to, incoming flows when the Connecticut River mainstem is unimpacted by
hydropower and other river regulations (Archfield et al. 2013). In effect, this naturalized regime
is meant to mimic the behavior expected if all dams in the watershed operated under IEO.
Model outputs for this scenario suggest a 20.2% loss in revenue and 10.2% loss in power
from Current Operations. This indicates that returning the basin to a natural flow regime would
likely require a reassessment of the role of hydropower in the system.
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5.3.1

SEASONAL FLEXIBILITY IN A MINIMALLY ALTERED SYSTEM

Recognizing that the Connecticut River is an extensively impacted basin, it is reasonable
to consider that applying the seasonal flexibility framework to less impacted sites could have
different economic and ecological impacts than exhibited for the Great River Hydro system. The
same array of flexibility parameters presented in Table 5 are applied to the unimpacted flow
data estimated using the CRUISE tool to address this outstanding consideration. Economic losses
and changes to the hydrologic indicators are quantified for this scenario. These flows are also
run as an optimized scenario, without hydropeaking restrictions for the three hydropower
facilities, to compare changes to the economic and ecological metrics. These are compared to
findings on the Connecticut River mainstem to illustrate the range of anticipated impacts when
seasonal flexibility is applied under both unimpacted and highly altered conditions.

5.3.1.1 REVENUE AND POWER
Figure 14 presents proportional annual losses for Energy Market revenue and power
under a seasonal flexibility protocol in an unimpacted system and on the Connecticut River
mainstem. Losses in revenue are greater for unimpacted flows than for the Connecticut River
mainstem. This is because the Connecticut River flows are manipulated upstream to favor high
energy prices, making downstream peaking more constant and potentially more aligned with
the price curve. Unimpacted flows are independent of the energy price curve, so optimizing
revenue requires more streamflow modification. However, total power generation is minimally
impacted in both unimpacted and altered systems, suggesting that seasonal flexibility protocol
can generate comparable total power under different flow conditions.
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Figure 14: Modeled range of losses in Energy Market revenue and power generation. Generated
power and revenue losses for a seasonal flexibility operation applied to the Connecticut River
flow regime (red) and a representative unimpacted flow regime (blue). Losses are calculated
from power and revenue generated by Current Operations and a representative optimized
operation, respectively. These losses are cumulative for each if the 16 years modeled.

5.3.1.2 HYDROLOGIC INDICATORS
Figure 15 displays the range of hydrologic indicators across IEO, seasonal flexibility, and
optimized operations under an unimpacted flow regime during the ecologically critical season
(Apr. – Oct.). Analysis of hydrologic indicators suggests that less impacted systems may benefit
during this season under a stricter operation. RBF metrics are similar to those of an IEO protocol
than an optimized operation. Similar to previous model runs, the median reversals do not differ
from those of the optimized scenario because they are both following the same energy price
curve. However, the stricter flexibility requirements move the variability of reversals to lower
values, compared to optimized operations. The average amplitude variability is reduced below
that of IEO, due to changes in operations with the IEO deviation. The optimization model may
allow for peaks with small amplitudes between the IEO deviation bounds. The model may also
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decrease high flows and increase low flows within these bounds in order to optimize the system
under the imposed restrictions. The impact of these releases is dampened average daily
amplitude.

Figure 15: Range of three hydrologic indicator values (Richard-Baker Flashiness (RBF), reversals,
and average amplitude) across seasonal flexibility scenarios under a representative natural flow
regime on Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon dams. Hydrologic indicators are compared to IEO
and optimized operations. The season analyzed is the ecologically critical season, Apr. – Oct.
(AMJJASO). Hydrologic indicators are analyzed at an hourly scale and averaged to get
representative daily values.

5.4

PARETO FRONTIER
A primary goal of this research is to illustrate the trade-offs between economic

measures and hydrologic characteristics when flexibility is applied to hydropower operations.
Such an evaluation aims to identify operational policies that meet both sets of objectives. In
multi-objective analyses, multiple “Pareto optimal” solutions emerge along a frontier of
possibilities. A single solution is not possible because the values of the multiple objectives
cannot be improved without degrading another. The solution with the best trade-offs will be
one of the Pareto optimal solutions along the frontier. In this study, this suite of solutions
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characterizes the trade-offs in choosing a final solution that best meets both economic and
ecological objectives on the Connecticut River mainstem.
Figure 16 demonstrates the Pareto frontier for the scenarios tested on the Connecticut
River. The frontier is constructed using a single economic and ecological metric as proxies.
Revenue loss represents economic impacts, as all scenarios generate more significant losses in
revenue than power. Richard – Baker Flashiness (RBF) exhibits the most consistent patterns
throughout the sensitivity and seasonal analyses and so is used as the measure of ecological
objectives. RBF moves from most ecologically impactful (high RBF values) to least impacted
(approaching 0) on the x-axis.
The 25 scenarios used in the sensitivity analysis to investigate impacts of flexibility assigned
uniformly throughout the year are indicated by green circles and blue lines. The lines represent
scenarios with differing energy price targets, with light colors indicating smaller energy price
targets and the darkening of the color corresponding to larger targets. Similarly, the green
gradient of the circles differentiates the IEO deviations, from 0% IEO deviation (light green) to
20% IEO deviation (dark green). Circles also represent IEO (light purple) and Current Operations
(dark purple). The seasonal analyses points are indicated with diamonds. Two points are shown
for each seasonal flexibility scenario, to indicate the RBF and revenue losses for those seasons of
differing flexibility. These scenarios are ones for which April – October is IEO and November –
March has unregulated hydropeaking (gray diamonds) and one with flexibility parameters from
Table 5 applied (yellow diamonds). The average total losses in revenue for these scenarios are
5.7% and 4.9%, respectively.
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Figure 16: A Pareto frontier for sensitivity and seasonal scenarios, showing revenue losses vs.
daily Richard – Baker flashiness (RBF) values. The 25 scenarios in the sensitivity analysis are
represented by green circles on blue lines. The green circles increase from 0% IEO deviation
(light green) to 20% IEO deviation (dark green). Likewise, the blue lines increase from a 2%
energy price target (light blue) to a 10% energy price target (dark blue). IEO and Current
Operations are represented by light and dark purple circles, respectively. The two seasonal
applications are represented by blue-gray and yellow diamonds. RBF and revenue losses are
calculated for the two seasons separately. The annual losses are cumulative between the two
yellow diamonds and two blue-gray diamonds. The Pareto-optimal front is indicated with a
dotted orange line.

The Pareto-optimal frontier is represented by an orange dotted line. It suggests that a
flexibility framework could mitigate both economic losses and hydrologic alteration. Scenarios
with flexibility parameters applied both uniformly throughout the year and seasonally land on
the Pareto frontier line. A 2% energy price target can optimize both objectives with an applied
IEO deviation of 0-20%. If the energy price target is increased to 4% or 6%, a large (20%) IEO
deviation is necessary to maximize revenue generation but does increase the flashiness of the
system. An operating policy that allows many hours of free operation with large deviations from
IEO is not needed to lessen economic impact on the system, eliminating some of the large,
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drastic changes in flow that could be disruptive downstream. These large fluctuations in flow
can be minimized to only 2% of hours to meet both sets of objectives.
Seasonal flexibility is represented on this figure in two scenarios. First, an operation for
which IEO is required during the critical season (April – October) results in higher revenue losses
but low RBF during that time. In the winter (November – March), the revenue and RBF index
match those of Current Operations. The cumulative revenue losses are 5.7%, which are less than
most scenarios with a 2% energy price target applied throughout the year. This suggests that the
overall losses are low compared to the range of options available on the frontier. If the critical
season is a primary ecological concern, this seasonal flexibility application is a promising
approach.
The other seasonal flexibility scenario assigns low energy price targets and IEO
deviations in the critical season and looser requirements in the winter months, as provided in
Table 5. This approach mitigates hydropeaking impacts in the winter, though increases RBF in
the critical season. The trade-off of the winter season lies on the Pareto-optimal frontier,
suggesting that it best minimizes flashiness to maintain 4% losses in revenue. The operations in
the ecologically critical season could be adjusted to improve RBF values and put this season’s
impacts on the optimal front. The average cumulative revenue losses for this set of scenarios is
4.9%, which is less than the strict IEO and unregulated hydropeaking seasons. This is also less
than half of the losses created with a strict, uniform IEO operation.
The Pareto frontier suggests that the integration of flexibility may meet competing
ecological and economic objectives. Flexibility parameters allow operational rules to differ
depending on the priorities of each hydropower project. The additional advantage of this
approach is that the flashiness of the system is considered, suggesting that the magnitude,
frequency, duration, and rate of change are incorporated into a more dynamic operational
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policy. The seasonal component allows stakeholders to consider the timing of important flows
and adjust operations to minimize impact to them.
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6.0 DISCUSSION
Hydropower is an important source for today’s energy grid, and it will remain so in the
future. However, hydropower operations will continue to impact flow regimes on rivers where
the facilities operate. Historically, the protection of ecological systems has been implemented
using relatively static flow requirements. Although these constraints mitigate some downstream
impacts, they fall short of sustaining the full range of natural flow dynamics. Instead of applying
an inflexible regulation to a dynamic system, there is value in exploring opportunities for
nonstationary policies that preserve more natural regimes (Poff et al. 1997).
For this study, two primary management alternatives are explored in the Connecticut
River mainstem: 1) to maintain minimal regulation over hydropeaking practices and 2) to
transform the hydropower dams to inflow-equals-outflow (IEO) facilities. This study proposes
that both objectives can best be met by a seasonal flexibility framework. It investigates the
trade-offs between environmental and economic objectives under this framework. Here,
flexibility in operations is defined by the frequency and magnitude by which hydropower
operations can deviate from IEO to generate power and revenue. With this approach, the level
of flexibility can vary across seasons. This study applies seasonal flexibility to Wilder, Bellows
Falls, and Vernon dams, all of which are mainstem Connecticut River hydropower facilities
currently (as of May 2020) undergoing operational relicensing.
The metrics used in this analysis are selected to effectively quantify ecological and
economic objectives. Revenue and generated power provide useful measures of the economic
impact of system operation. The quantification of ecological objectives is less direct. Hydrologic
indicators measure changes in the magnitude, frequency, rate of change, timing, and duration of
flow. They serve as proxies to changes in important riverine processes and impacts, such as the
persistence of habitat, which suggests potential implications for species of interest (Bevelhimer
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et al. 2015). This indirect approach is a valid method but introduces uncertainty in interpreting
the associated ecological implications.
The hydrologic indicators chosen for this analysis exhibit some inconsistency in findings.
Reversals across the sensitivity analysis exceed those of Current Operations with an IEO
deviation of 5% or greater, which could suggest a more impacted system (Figure 9). This is
reflected in the higher variability when a 5-10% IEO deviation is applied to the critical season
(Figure 13). However, these reversals do not translate to higher RBF and amplitude measures
(Figure 8 and Figure 10). Alternatively, amplitude impacts are greatly improved from Current
Operations in the sensitivity analysis, but are restricted to lower and more narrow variability
than IEO amplitudes in the unimpacted flow analysis (Figure 10 and Figure 15). Flashiness
patterns are most consistent across all analyses, which is why this metric is used to represent
ecological objectives in the Pareto frontier (Figure 16). Other studies have used RBF as a metric
in sub-daily hydrological alteration studies (Bevelhimer et al. 2015; Zimmerman et al. 2010).
Because this calculation considers multiple hydrologic characteristics, including the magnitude,
rate of change, and frequency, it more completely and robustly quantifies changes in flow for
this study system.
The Pareto frontier (Figure 16) suggests that allowing full flexibility during a small
portion of the year best reduces economic losses while minimizing flashiness. Further
investigation could evaluate how energy price targets of less than 2% compare to this finding. To
further minimize revenue losses while best limiting flashiness, a limited proportion of free
operation hours can be paired with a larger IEO deviation to allow for the flexibility to effectively
manage hourly flows, accumulate revenue, and generate power. The small peaks that occur
between smaller or larger IEO deviation bounds do increase reversals beyond those of Current
Operations (Figure 9) but do not necessarily have the same impact on system flashiness (Figure
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8). Therefore, in the Connecticut River watershed, a proposed operation with a small energy
price target and larger IEO deviation, applied uniformly throughout the year, could best meet
both economic and ecological objectives. Revenue losses would be limited to 4-6% with
improved flashiness compared to Current Operations.
Findings suggest that the seasonality component of the framework is particularly
valuable. During ecologically critical seasons, less flexible operations reduce variability in
flashiness and average amplitudes. Assigning stricter flexibility requirements to a critical season
(such as a 5-10% IEO deviation and a 2-4% energy price target) results in hydrologic indicators
more similar to IEO, without exactly mirroring them (Figure 13). The Pareto frontier suggests
that these flexibility parameters could be revisited to further minimize flashiness while
maintaining seasonal revenue losses at about 6% (Figure 16). A consideration for restricting
flexibility in critical seasons is to evaluate the benefits of allowable flexibility during seasons of
increased power need and prices. In western New England, hourly hydropower energy prices
are generally highest in the winter when more power is needed for electric heating. Applying
seasonal flexibility to other hydropower projects may post a challenge if ecological and
economically important seasons are not cleanly distinctive.
Evidence from this study suggests that the seasonal flexibility framework may be
appropriate for a range of systems. Applying the seasonal case study to representative
unimpacted flows generates a range of possible economic and hydrologic effects of the
framework. Both impacted and unimpacted conditions exhibit improvements in hydrologic
indicator metrics compared to optimized operations, with dampened impacts on revenue and
power, in comparison to strict IEO operations (Figure 14 and Figure 15).
Though this study considers systems of minimal and high alteration, it does not consider
climate change impacts on the application of seasonal flexibility. During the governance of a
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license, climate and natural systems change, due to anthropogenic and natural influences (Milly
et al. 2008). This non-stationarity affects water resource planning and infrastructure, particularly
as climate change puts additional pressure on hydropower facilities and the communities they
serve (Jay et al. 2018). This study uses a 16-year period for analysis, within which the hydrologic
dataset encompasses years of both dry and wet conditions. The variability in hydrologic data
contributes some information about seasonal flexibility’s application in an uncertain climate,
though it cannot provide definitive insight about impacts in a climate altered system. Future
research may investigate the integration of energy market and streamflow data affected by
climate change. Alternatively, relicensing processes could allow for more adaptive management:
the continuous evaluation and revision of system operations as more data about climate
impacts on power needs, hydropower operations, facility structure, biological life events, and
ecological systems become available (Poff et al. 1997).
This model has explored other possible alternative operations for hydropower projects,
including seasonal minimum flow requirements, bypass channel regulation, and alternative
peaking regimes, all of which are documented in the supplemental appendix. In the Connecticut
River, each approach has advantages and disadvantages to both ecological and economic
outcomes, as the system structure induces a Pareto effect on these objectives. These trade-offs
must be evaluated to identify policies that adequately meet both objectives. This requires more
innovative operations that incorporate the natural hydrologic dynamics of the system to
improve ecological conditions while maintaining hydropower production. The seasonal flexibility
framework proposed in this study achieves this, making it a promising framework for the
development of integrated, dynamic, and economically viable hydropower operations.
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7.0 LIMITATIONS
This study was conducted to be as complete and accurate as possible; however, there
are limitations that should be noted. First, modeling studies can neither capture all nuances of
hydropower operations nor fully incorporate the expertise of experienced operators in realtime. Optimization models fail to completely mimic actual operations and the many operational
constraints and incentives that apply on hourly and daily scales. Real-time operations are
subject to hydrological and economic uncertainty that cannot be captured in a model.
Specifically, linear optimization models incorporate perfect annual foresight of both
streamflow and prices, but actual operations cannot forecast these with certainty. In reality,
hydropower facilities may be able to project prices and streamflow weeks out, which would
complicate the ability to predict annual or seasonal top energy prices. Using historic energy
price data would be complicated because of the high annual variation. Simulation models and
additional protocols for identifying high energy price hours would need to be developed to best
effectively apply the seasonal flexibility framework without additional losses to revenue, power,
and ecological health.
Second, the measure of revenue used in this model is Energy Market prices. These
prices change hourly and therefore are more likely to impact hydropower operations at a subdaily scale. However, companies accumulate revenue from multiple sources, including Forward
Capacity Markets and Ancillary Service Markets. Because this model only considers one source
of revenue, it is possible that seasonal flexibility may have a greater or lesser economic impact
than can be estimated with this model.
This framework addresses ecological impacts by regulating characteristics of reservoir
releases, which is based on historical approaches to environmental flows. Other options rooted
in technology, such as batteries and other energy storage and transmission systems, have been
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recently explored as possible solutions to competing needs in hydropower (Abdelshafy et al.
2020; Haas et al. 2019; Mbele et al. 2019). Though these have potential for implementation,
particularly for pumped storage systems such as the Northfield project on the Connecticut River,
the current state of these technologies is not developed enough to add to revised licenses.
To address uncertainty in ecological responses, the inferences of impacts on ecological
systems are derived from a limited understanding of sub-daily hydrologic and ecological
interactions. Prior research has confirmed that sub-daily flow fluctuations caused by
hydropeaking are problematic for sustaining suitable habitat conditions. However, a complete
understanding of the ecological impact to these changes is not currently available. This study
hypothesizes that a regime that follows IEO most of the time, except for a predetermined set of
hours, is less impactful than uncontrolled, continuous alteration to the system.
The identification of the seasons most critical for ecological success is also not known
with certainty. Past studies have indicated that April through October are particularly sensitive
months for ecological sustainability in the Connecticut River mainstem. This does not confirm
that the months of November through March are unimportant for species survival. Further
studies are necessary to record the impacts of altered flow regimes throughout the year,
particularly in those months for which there is limited data. More information could greatly
improve guidance of operations in terms of seasonal flexibility in this system.
Finally, there is no characterization of the response of this system and its functionality
under a changing climate. Climate change is a critical component of water resources planning
and accounting for it in hydropower dam licenses is invaluable, particularly because new
licenses can govern a system for decades. However, a valid projection of shifting hydrology’s
economic impacts requires an understanding of future energy markets that is beyond the scope
of this research project.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
This research aims to illustrate potential trade-offs between competing objectives, by
integrating both ecological considerations and operational flexibility into promising alternative
hydropower operations. This study proposes a framework of “seasonal flexibility” and tests the
economic and hydrologic impacts of varying degrees of frequency and magnitude by which the
hydropower system releases can deviate from an IEO operation to capitalize on the hours of
most valuable power. Energy price targets and IEO deviation are the two parameters that
govern the flexibility component of this framework. The framework is tested on Wilder, Bellows
Falls, and Vernon dams, all of which are on in the mainstem of the Connecticut River and are (as
of May 2020) jointly undergoing relicensing. By integrating seasonal flexibility into hydropower
management, this research investigates approaches to flow management that move beyond the
inflexible application of fixed flow prescriptions to better reflect all dynamics in the system.
This investigation utilizes a linear optimization model to explore a seasonal flexibility
framework. It is set up to establish a Pareto frontier, using the Constraint Method to explore
differences in economic and ecological objectives from Current Operations. Findings suggest
that a range of flexible operations limit losses in Energy Market revenue to less than 10% and
losses in total generated power to less than 2% (Figure 7). The Pareto frontier suggests that a
low energy price target (2-4%) can adequately meet economic objectives while preserving
hydrologic dynamics that preserve ecological stability (Figure 16). An IEO deviation bound can
be flexibly paired with a 2% energy price target, as the increase of IEO deviation does not
strongly impact system flashiness at this low proportion of free operative hours (Figure 8).
Therefore, a promising flexibility operation applied uniformly for the year is a 2-4% energy price
target with an IEO deviation that best meets the needs of the hydropower facility.
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Additionally, the integration of seasonality into flexible operations results in 5-6% losses
in revenue and about a 1% loss in power. The seasons applied in this study are a critical
ecological season (April – October), tested as both a strict IEO and as a 2-4% energy price target
with a 5-10% IEO deviation, and a flexible winter season (November – March), tested as both
unregulated hydropeaking and a flexible scenario with a 8-10% energy price target and 15-20%
IEO deviation. These seasonal flexibility scenarios exhibit the benefit of reducing hydrologic
indicator variability during the ecologically critical season, to better reflect those of IEO instead
of Current Operations (Figure 13). Overall, findings suggest that seasonal flexibility is a
promising alternative to an ecologically preferable IEO operation, which is projected to induce
12% losses in revenue and 4% losses in generated power.
Applying the above seasonal flexibility scenarios to an unimpacted system results in
higher revenue losses (up to about 8%) but reduces variability in hydrologic indicator metrics
(Figure 14 and Figure 15). This condition may be more reflective of watersheds other than the
Connecticut River, which has a pervasive history of development. Admittedly, uncertainty exists
among the actual implementation of such an operation, the ecological response, and impacts of
climate change. However, this approach has the potential to be monitored and improved upon
alongside changing factors. Therefore, it remains a valid starting point for more integrated,
dynamic, and cooperative hydropower operation negotiations.
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APPENDIX
COLLECTION OF REPORTS:
Findings from Alternative Operation Investigations
Overview

This document is a single, collective presentation of the optimization model runs performed
from September 2018 through May 2020, and their associated findings. The findings include
losses in revenue and hydrographs that capture possible impacts to the hydrologic regime. The
investigations are as follows:
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

Turners Falls Dam and Northfield [Scenario 6]
Alternative Operations: Minimum Flow, Ramping Rates, Power Releases, and
Thresholds
Seasonal Minimum Flows
Bellow Falls Dam Bypass Channel

1.0

TURNERS FALLS DAM AND NORTHFIELD PUMP STORAGE [SCENARIO 6]

This investigation is the sixth of a series of scenarios tested across 2017 – 2018. This series was
tested on Turners Falls and Northfield, which are jointly managed by FirstLight Power Resources.
It investigates impacts on energy and revenue generation of three variable constraints:
•
•
•

A minimum flow into the bypass, which sets a required amount of water to be in the
river system before any water can be diverted down the power canal to Cabot.
A minimum base flow, equal to the capacity of a single turbine, to run through Cabot. If
flow is too low for a turbine to run, then all water goes to the bypass.
Hydropeaking allowances that constrain the volume of water that can be held for later
use. Hydropeaking is not allowed on the base flow, as the single turbine must always be
running when there is enough water to do so.

The year was divided into 8 segments, all of which had a minimum bypass, base flow, and
hydropeaking allowance variable.
Time period
April 1-May 15
May 16-May 31
June 1-15
June 16-30
July 1-August 31
September 1-October
15
October 16-November
15
November 16-March
31

Minimum bypass flow
6500 cfs
6500 cfs
4500 cfs
3500 cfs
1500 cfs
1500 cfs

Base flow
2288 cfs
2288 cfs
2288 cfs
2288 cfs
2288 cfs
2288 cfs

Hydropeaking allowance
Any
4576 cfs
4576 cfs
6864 cfs
4576 cfs
6864 cfs

1500 cfs

2288 cfs

9152 cfs

1500 cfs

2288 cfs

Any
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When following these operating rules, the flows to Station 1 can be as high as 2,929.3
cfs (8788/3), which is greater than Station 1 can accommodate, as the maximum flow through
Station 1 is 2,210 cfs. To address this infeasibility in the scenario, two solutions are offered. The
first is to follow the 1:2 ratio rule until the flow allocated to Station 1 reaches 2,210 cfs. At this
point, all flows are diverted to the spillway until the minimum flows of 8,788 cfs or 6,788 cfs are
met. This solution is referred to in this report as Option A. The other proposed solution is to
adjust the ratio rule so that Station 1’s capacity is not exceeded before flow is diverted to Cabot.
Station 1’s maximum capacity, 2,210 cfs, is divided by both 8,788 cfs and 6,788 cfs to yield the
percentage of flow that should be sent to Station 1. These flow proportions are 0.2515 and
0.3256, respectively. The difference is then sent to the spillway. In this report, this solution is
referred to as Option B.

1.1

Energy Production and Revenue Trends
Yearly production and revenue are calculated for each Scenario 6 option and compared
to a baseline scenario. The baseline scenario (referred to as Scenario 0), has Great River Hydro
dams running as an IEO scenario, and Northfield/Turners Falls acting in accordance with the
baseline scenario guidelines. Production and revenue are discussed separately below.
Annual power production is compared across Scenario 0, Scenario 6 (Option A), and
Scenario 6 (Option B). Power production at Northfield and Cabot exhibit very little difference
between options A and B. However, both are less than the power generated in the baseline
scenario. Also, Scenario 6 allows for more energy production at Station 1. However, the total
annual energy production at Station 1 does not differ significantly between Option A and Option
B. Because Station 1 is such a smaller energy generation station, the net change in total energy
production is still less in Scenario 6 than the baseline scenario. This is due to changes in the
power generation at Northfield.
In comparison to Scenario 0, Scenario 6 results in less total revenue. The net decrease in
income from the system is due to less revenue generation at Northfield and Cabot, both of
which are much larger than Station 1. Cabot revenue is restrained by the base flow and
hydropeaking requirements. Station 1, on the other hand, generates more money in Scenario 6.
The tradeoff of restraining Cabot operations is that more energy can be generated at Station 1.
However, because Station 1 is so much smaller than Cabot, the net difference is still a decrease
in overall revenue. The calculated percent differences of Options A and B from the baseline
Scenario 0 for power and revenue losses are listed in Table 1A.
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Table 1A: Cumulative difference in revenue and power production of Scenario 6 options

Power Production,
Northfield
Power Production,
Cabot
Power Production,
Station 1
Power Production, Total
Revenue, Northfield
Costs, Northfield
Profit, Northfield
Revenue, Cabot
Revenue, Station 1
Total Revenue
Total volume to spillway

Percent difference from Scenario 0
Option A
Option B
-4.7%

-4.4%

-15.5%

-15.5%

44.4%

44.0%

-7%
-4.6%
-5%
-3.8%
-16.8%
38.8%
-8.8%
22.8%

-6.8%
-4.4%
-4.6%
-3.8%
-16.8%
38.3%
-8.8%
22.9%

1.2

Flow alterations
Though annual production and revenue does not exhibit a significant difference
between options A and B, it is expected that the differences between the two in allocation of
water would affect flow patterns through Station 1 and the spillway. Therefore, flows are
extracted from the data when inflows exceed Station 1 capacity but do not fulfill the base flow
requirement for Cabot. This situation happens across May 9-13th, 2006. Looking at this data
allows us to evaluate which option allows for flow patterns that are better suited for the river
environment. The flows through Station 1 and into the spillway from Turners Falls reservoir
allowed for each Scenario 6 option are visualized below.

Option A
This option allows Station 1 to fill at the rate allowed by the 1:2 ratio rule. However,
once its capacity is met, any extra water is redirected to the spillway. This results in more
consistent releases, as Station 1 stays at its maximum capacity before having to drop (Figure
1A).
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Figure 1A: Hydrographs for Station 1 and the spillway under Scenario 6 Option A operational
requirements.

Option B
Because changing the ratios in Option B prevents Station 1 from meeting its maximum
capacity prior to allowing flow to Cabot, the hydrograph shows more variation at Station 1 than
in Option A. However, the excess flows that go to the spillway are small, so appear to have little
impact on the flows to the spillway in comparison to those of Option A. Figure 2A presents
hydrographs for Station 1 releases and flows into the spillway from Turners Falls.
Spillway releases, Option A
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Figure 2A: Hydrographs for Station 1 and the spillway under Scenario 6 Option B operational
requirements.
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2.0

ALTERNATIVE OPERATIONS: MINIMUM FLOW, RAMPING RATES, POWER
RELEASES, AND THRESHOLDS

This investigation was introduced in May 2019. The suite of scenarios was tested on the
upper three dams: Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon. The variables manipulated in this analysis
are the power release, ramping rate, and minimum flows. The power release limits the volume
of water that can move through the turbines, and therefore affects the magnitude of peaking.
The ramping rate limits the change in volume of water allowed over one time-step (in this case,
an hour) and affects how quickly changes in flow can occur. The minimum flow dictates the
smallest volume of water that must move through the facility at any time, either through the
generators or the spillways. These variables are manipulated in the following ways:
•
•
•

50% increase in minimum flow (+½MF)
50% decrease in ramping rates (-½RR)
50% decrease in power release, with a threshold value. This threshold value
dictates that when inflows exceed a given value, the system switches to an IEO
(inflow = outflow) operation, for which the PR is restored to its actual capacity (½PR)

2.1
Power Release Threshold
A threshold was applied to the power release value to encourage the system to be IEO
above the diminished power release. Analysis of the three dams suggest that revenue is
maximized when this threshold is equal to the power capacity, that is, when the system
switches to IEO for flows above the defined turbine capacity. Figure 3A and Table 2A give an
example from Wilder Dam. These thresholds were applied to the model to investigate economic
impacts.

Figure 3A: Generated revenue under varying thresholds applied to a halved power capacity.
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Table 2A: Wilder Dam percent differences in total revenue from a baseline scenario, with
varying thresholds applied to a halved power release capacity.
Percent Difference
Percent of time
Model Run
Total Revenue ($)
from Baseline
Wilder Dam is IEO
Baseline, 5 dam
92,113,334
0.0%
---Threshold is 18 MCF
88,232,819
-4.2%
52.3%
Threshold is 20 MCF
88,327,939
-4.1%
48.1%
Threshold is 22 MCF
88,271050
-4.2%
44.4%
IEO, 5 dam
82,498,761
-10.4%
---2.3
Findings
This optimization model applies operational constraints to maximize revenue. The model
runs on an hourly time step, using data from 2003-2011. Each of the altered variables was
applied to each dam: Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon. Then, all combinations of the variables
were applied to each dam. The findings below quantify the differences in revenue from the
baseline. An IEO scenario results in about a 10% loss in revenue from the baseline. The percent
differences in Table 3A, 4A, and 5A are greater than IEO losses and below baseline revenue.
Scenario

WILDER

Percent change in
revenue
Baseline
0
+½ MF
-0.34%
-½ RR
-1.80%
-½ PR
-6.83%
+½ MF and -½ RR
-2.01%
-½ RR and -½ PR
-8.00%
+½ MF and -½ PR
-7.02%
+½ MF, -½ RR, and -½ PR
-8.15%
Table 3A: Losses in revenue from baseline across tested scenarios at Wilder Dam
BELLOWS FALLS
Percent change in
revenue
Baseline
0
+½ MF
-0.28%
-½ RR
-1.01%
-½ PR
-4.92%
+½ MF and -½ RR
-1.21%
-½ RR and -½ PR
-5.09%
+½ MF and -½ PR
-5.09%
+½ MF, -½ RR, and -½ PR
-5.82%
Table 4A: Losses in revenue from baseline across tested scenarios at Bellows Falls Dam
Scenario
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Scenario

VERNON

Percent change in
revenue
Baseline
0
+½ MF
-0.28%
-½ RR
-1.31%
-½ PR
-6.39%
+½ MF and -½ RR
-1.50%
-½ RR and -½ PR
-7.63%
+½ MF and -½ PR
-6.55%
+½ MF, -½ RR, and -½ PR
-7.75%
Table 5A: Losses in revenue from baseline across tested scenarios at Vernon Dam
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3.0

SEASONAL MINIMUM FLOWS

This investigation was introduced in Summer 2019. The scenario was tested on Wilder,
Bellows Falls, and Vernon Dams with data from 2003-2011. This investigation explored how
revenue and hydrology may be altered if the GRH system follows the minimum flow
requirements implemented by the 15 Mile Falls Dam system. This investigation uses the
seasonal minimum flows required at McIndoes Dam. Those minimum flow rules are in Table 6A.
Seasonal Period
June – September
October – March

Minimum Flow (cfs)
1105
2210
4420 (except for if 10,000 cfs are expected at
Wilder and/or 50,000 cfs are expected at
April – May
Bellows Falls, in which case the minimum
flow may be reduced to 2210)
Table 6A: Seasonal minimum flow requirements as defined in the McIndoes Dam license.

To apply these minimum flows to Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon, a watershed factor
was applied, which calculates the difference in drainage area for each dam from McIndoes. This
factor is then applied to the minimum flows, to scale them proportionately (Table 7A).
Dam
McIndoes
Wilder
Bellows Falls
Vernon

Drainage Area (mi2)
22101
33752
54143
62664

Watershed Factor
--1.52
2.45
2.84

http://www.northfieldrelicensing.com/Lists/Document/Attachments/25/ID952Firstlight_comments_on_SD1.pdf
Wilder PAD
3
Bellows Falls PAD
4 Vernon PAD
1
2

Table 7A: Calculated watershed factors for the Great River Hydro dams, derived from McIndoes
Dam.
The watershed factors above were then applied to McIndoes’ seasonal minimum flows,
in order to obtain seasonal minimum values for each dam (Table 8A).
Wilder Dam
Bellows Falls Dam
Vernon Falls Dam
Minimum flow (cfs)
Minimum flow (cfs)
Minimum flow (cfs)
June – September
1,679.6
2,707.3
3,138.2
October – March
3,395.2
5,414.5
6,276.4
April – May
6,718.4
10,829.0
12,552.8
Table 8A: Calculated seasonal minimum flow requirements for Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon
dams.
Seasonal Period
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The seasonal minimum flow requirements were integrated into the pre-processing step
of the modeling process. Minimum flow constraining values were assigned on an hourly time
step across all three dams. However, the watershed factor resulted in some minimum flow
values that were larger than the inflows at the three dams. To remedy this, the logic in the
model assigns the minimum flow as the smaller value between the inflows and the minimum
flows stated above.
The findings for revenue are presented in Table 9A. Revenue is summed across all nine
years, separately for each dam. The percent loss is the percent revenue loss of the tested
scenario from the baseline scenario.
DAM
Percent loss
WILDER
-2.47%
BELLOWS FALLS
-1.84%
VERNON
-1.90%
TOTAL
-2.04%
Table 9A: Losses in total revenue at each dam and in total for the tested seasonal minimum flow
scenario.
These percent losses in revenue are logical because the loss is more than a previous
scenario when the minimum flow was increased by only 50%. Those percent losses in revenue
are in Table 10A. The increases in minimum flow in this investigation are much higher, so make
more of an impact on revenue. However, the impact of the increased minimum flows is small
compared to true IEO operations, suggesting that this operation has little impact on the facility.
Percent change in
revenue
Baseline
--Wilder
-0.34%
Bellow Falls
-0.28%
Vernon
-0.28%
Table 10A: Percent loss in revenue at each dam and in total from a scenario with a 50% increase
in minimum flows currently implemented at each facility.
Scenario
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4.0

BELLOWS FALLS BYPASS CHANNEL

This investigation was introduced in November 2019. The scenario was tested on the upper
three dams, Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon, with data from 2003-2011. It explored how the
addition of a bypass channel at Bellows Falls would impact hydropower revenue and generation
in the GRH system. The bypass channel would require a constant minimum flow of 1,200 cfs.
This scenario was run as an adjustment to the baseline scenario, as a simple constraint that
required the spill at Bellows Falls to always equal or exceed 1,200 cfs (4.32 MCF).

4.1
Limitations of this Approach
One of the limitations of this model is the inefficiency of making constraints a function of
another variable being generated by the model. Therefore, the ideal constraint would be that
1,200 cfs or the inflow into Bellows Falls, if below 1,200 cfs, would enter the bypass. However,
the model is simultaneously calculating Wilder releases and downstream inflows into the
Bellows Falls reservoir. Setting a constraint with respect to these changing inflows is not possible
in this model. Instead, the spill at Bellows Falls was held to a constant minimum of 1,200 cfs.
This means that at times during which the inflows into the reservoir were below 1,200 cfs, the
reservoir would be forced to make up the deficit with available storage.
Inflows into Bellows Falls at less than 1,200 cfs is a valid concern, because the flows leaving
Wilder can be as low as 1,111 cfs, per its regulation policies. To assess the potential impact on
the model run, the inflows into Bellows Falls under the baseline scenario were assessed for
magnitude. The analysis suggests that 1.9% of hours across the entire 9 years will have an inflow
entering Bellow Falls at less than 1,200 cfs. However, it is important to note that Wilder must
release at least 1,111 cfs, and the addition of tributary flows between Wilder and Bellows Falls
result in low flows being just shy of 1,200 cfs. Therefore, the deficit that needs to be taken from
the storage is minimal.
4.2
Findings
Table 11A gives the proportional differences in revenue and power generation at each dam.
The total revenue and power are presented cumulatively for the nine-year time period.
Proportional differences are illustrated in Figure 6A, including IEO impacts as well.

Revenue
Power
Wilder
0.06%
0.00%
Bellows Falls
-8.48%
-9.35%
Vernon
0.08%
0.01%
Total
-3.68%
-4.14%
Table 1: Percent differences from baseline for revenue and power at Wilder, Bellows Falls, and
Vernon with an added bypass at Bellows Falls.
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Figure 6A: Proportional differences at Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon dams for generated
revenue (A) and power (B). Percent differences in the IEO and Bypass scenarios are calculated
from baseline. The blue columns represent the total power and revenue for baseline, which are
at 100% of the target power and revenue for the investigation. Columns without labels
represent findings that do not differ from power and revenue generated for baseline.
The findings suggest that although the addition of a bypass results in almost a 10% loss
at Bellows Falls in generated power and revenue, the cumulative loss for the whole system is
only about 4%, both in power and revenue. The 10% loss in power generated at Bellows Falls is
logical because the average inflow into the reservoir across the nine years is about 12,000 cfs.
Therefore, the diverted 1,200 cfs is about 10% of the inflows. The available flow directly impacts
the power that can be generated, resulting in about a 10% decrease in power.
The revenue at Bellows Falls is directly impacted by the energy price curve, not the
hydrology. Because the system can still peak and capitalize on high energy prices, there is
opportunity to make up some of the revenue associated with the loss of flow. As a result, the
revenue losses are less than the losses in power.
4.3
Increased Minimum Flow in Bypass
Interest in this scenario was extended to integrate two higher minimum flow requirements:
1,225 cfs and 2,000 cfs. A number of considerations were integrated into analysis based on the
findings above.
First, we recognized that the increase in a minimum flow constraint would require more
water to be taken from the storage to compensate for insufficient inflows, if the model was run
in the same way as previous analysis. The baseline scenario inflows to Bellows Falls are
insufficient to meet the minimum flows 2% and 10.5% of the time for 1,225 cfs and 2,000 cfs
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minimums, respectively. The previous analysis also suggests little change to Wilder and Vernon
operations with the addition of the 1,200 cfs bypass. This is aligned with the goals of
stakeholders, who would not allow additional hydropeaking at Wilder or Vernon to compensate
for losses at Bellows Falls. Therefore, the Wilder releases from the 1,200 cfs bypass model run
are expected to be similar to those for bypass channels of higher flow. This allowed us to use
Wilder release outputs from the prior investigation as constraints in the model that could then
be used to pre-process Bellows Falls bypass constraints to be the smaller of the inflow and
minimum flow values.
As aforementioned, the loss in generated power is directly related to the ratio of the bypass
flow and the average inflows into Bellows Falls. This is logical because it represents the
proportion of water diverted, unavailable to move through the turbines. Because the model
uses a linear calculation to estimate power from flow, the power generation impacts will mimic
the differences in flow. Table 12A estimates the ratio of the bypass flow to the average inflows,
which are about 12,000 cfs. We expect that changes to power will mirror these proportions in
the model scenarios.

Bypass Flow (cfs)
Ratio
1,200
10%
1,225
10.2%
2,000
16.6%
Table 12A: Proportions representing ratio of bypass flow to average inflows into Bellows Falls.
They are representative of the flows lost to diversion, instead of through the turbines.
The analysis for these model runs is presented in Figure 7A. The increase in the bypass
flow results in losses in power directly related to the proportional relationship between the
bypass minimum and the average inflow (Figure 3B). The aforementioned average inflow into
Bellows Falls for the nine year time period is about 12,000 cfs. Accordingly, a bypass minimum
of 1,200 cfs resulted in about a 10% loss in power. The 1,225 cfs bypass minimum flow yielded
similar results. On the other hand, 2,000 is 16.6% of 12,000 and the associated power
generation decrease is 15.4%.
Revenue losses, similar to the first investigation, are slightly less than those of power
generation. The 1,200 and 1,225 cfs bypass minimums yield revenue losses comparable to those
of an IEO operation. The 2,000 cfs bypass minimum results in revenue losses that surpass the
IEO protocol at Bellows Falls. However, because Wilder releases were set, and the baseline
model inherently optimizes Vernon operations, the bypass had no impact on their power and
revenue generation. Therefore, the cumulative monetary loss to the system is only about 6-7%.
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Figure 7A: Proportional differences at Wilder, Bellows Falls, and Vernon dams for generated
revenue (A) and power (B). Percent differences in the IEO and Bypass scenarios are calculated
from the Current Operation outputs. Columns without labels represent findings that do not
differ from power and revenue generated at the Current Operations.
The next consideration was how a bypass would affect IEO operations. The bypass was
added to an IEO scenario, for which all inflows are released, but those flows may be routed to
the turbines or the bypass channel. Expectedly, losses in these scenarios exceed those of IEO.
The proportional differences in generated power and revenue from the IEO findings at Bellows
Falls are visualized in Figure 8A.

Figure 8A: Proportional differences at Bellows Falls Dam for generated revenue and power.
Percent differences varying Bypass scenarios are calculated from IEO outputs. Columns without
labels represent the 100% proportional baseline of the IEO power and revenue data.
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Unlike when a bypass is added to the baseline scenario, the IEO scenarios are restricted
to generate power independently of the energy price curve. As a result, the findings from the
baseline scenario, with the added bypass channel, suggest that the proportional losses in
revenue are slightly less than those of power generation, due to the ability of the system to
strategically optimize at hours with advantageous energy prices. However, the IEO scenarios are
restricted both by the diverted bypass flows and the IEO requirements. As a result, the system
cannot compensate at all for diverted flows, and Bellows Falls incurs higher impacts to revenue
than to generated power. Table 13A consolidates Bellows Falls and total system losses across all
of the tested bypass scenarios. The proportional losses are derived from baseline.

BYPASS SCENARIOS
1,200
1,225
2,000
IEO
IEO
IEO
IEO
cfs
cfs
cfs
1,200 cfs 1,225 cfs 2,000 cfs
Power
-4.1%
-4.1%
-4.2%
-3.7%
-7.9%
-8%
-10.8%
Revenue
-3.7%
-3.7%
-3.7%
-9.4%
-13.5%
-13.6%
-16.4%
Table 13A: Percent differences in generated revenue and power from baseline for the threedam system under the constraint of a bypass channel at Bellows Falls.

Overall, the losses to revenue and power increase with the compounded restrictions of
both a bypass channel and IEO regulations. The difference between IEO operations and IEO with
a bypass channel creates a difference in power generation and revenue by at least 4%,
confirming the cumulative impacts of both operational requirements.
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